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U.S.

The U.S. economy appears positioned for improved growth in 2017. Historically low interest rates, steady jobs growth, strong consumer
spending, relatively low consumer debt, relatively cheap fuel prices and the election of a new President with promises of fiscal stimulus,
provide an encouraging economic backdrop. Headwinds from a strong dollar, potentially harmful trade decisions from the new
Administration and lingering uncertainty about Fed policy remain, but conditions for continued expansion exist and the economy should
grow in the neighbourhood of 2.5%.

Europe

The economies of both the UK and the rest of the EU have been surprisingly resilient after the Brexit vote. Various economic indicators
remain positive at year-end and support the view that both will see reasonable growth in the coming year. The ECB’s quantitative easing
(buying sovereign debt and now corporate bonds), lower euro and lower fuel prices will provide a boost to the economy while Brexit
remains a source of potential headwinds when the process gets under way. As well, elections in the coming year in France and Germany
could cause disruption if anti-Euro parties gain power.

Japan

We remain skeptical of the long-term success anticipated by supporters of “Abenomics”. In addition to its recent introduction of negative
interest rates and yield targeting, the BOJ remains committed to its massive injection of liquidity in the hope of generating a 2% inflation
target and fueling growth in the Japanese economy. The efforts so far have delivered mixed results. Significant structural reforms will be
needed to make this work. Lower fuel prices will provide a boost but low growth is likely again this year.

China

The transition of China’s economy to more of a service-driven rather than manufacturing-driven economy is a necessary step in the
process of achieving sustainable long-term growth. China faces long-term structural challenges arising from overcapacity and
deteriorating demographics, which are likely to result in the country’s growth rate decelerating over the next five years. However, the
economy is not currently as weak as widely feared and Beijing retains sufficient flexibility to head off a hard landing.

Emerging
Markets

With resurging growth in developed markets, stronger commodity prices and stabilization in China, there is hope that EM economies will
see some benefits in 2017. A stronger USD and higher interest rates will cause some headwinds but many economies are more resilient
than in the past. Of more concern is the stance of the new U.S. administration of trade policy, immigration policy and foreign affairs. We
will have to watch events unfolding in Washington closely and hope for the best.

Canada

There is anticipation that 2017 will bring some encouraging news to the Canadian economy. We hope to benefit from some tailwinds
from higher oil prices, the realization of the federal government’s infrastructure program, a Canadian dollar that remains soft, the
commencement of a new free-trade agreement with Europe and improved growth in the U.S. As for headwinds, we can foresee the high
level of debt of Canadian consumers, a decelerating housing market and potential U.S. protectionism. Overall, we expect growth in 2017
to be somewhat above 2016, but still relatively weak by historical standards.
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OUR KEY BELIEFS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
 Global monetary easing will continue for some time. The
majority of large central banks remain in easing bias on
concerns over weak growth and inflation. Only the U.S.
Federal Reserve (Fed) has so far moved to tighten, but it has
been a very slow process and likely to remain slow in the
next year. As well, at current levels, even the Fed’s policy
remain largely accommodative. The Bank of Canada (BOC)
will likely remain on the sidelines from further interest rate
cuts for the near-term if economic conditions improve
moderately as expected.
 The U.S. economy looks poised for a modest acceleration in
growth for 2017. Historically low interest rates, steady jobs
growth, wage growth, strong consumer spending, relatively
low consumer debt, improved household formation and
relatively cheap fuel prices provide an encouraging
economic backdrop. In this environment, the risks of a
recession appear limited. In addition, the election of a new
president last November with a plan to sizeably increase
fiscal stimulus may well result in an acceleration in GDP
growth in the coming years.
 Uncertainty from the Brexit vote creates headwinds for
growth and inflation in the EU, making the European
Central Bank’s (ECB) job even tougher. The region has
recently experienced a slight improvement in growth and

uptick in inflation but concerns remain. Sustained monetary
stimulus by the ECB should lend support to keeping the
recovery going.
 The uncertainty created by the Brexit vote increases the
risks to the downside for the UK economy. Yet, so far, the
UK economy has surprised by its resilience due largely to a
significant drop in the value of the pound. We nevertheless
expect that continued uncertainty about the process, timing
and outcomes of Brexit will slow capital investments and
this in turn will have a dampening effect on growth in the
coming years. As we are clearly in uncharted territory, we
are prone to witness surprises - both negative and positive that could significantly affect the economy. Consensus now
anticipates real GDP growth in 2017 around 1%, somewhat
below the recent trend in the neighbourhood of 2%.
 Japan’s economy continues to struggle with sustainable
growth and disinflation. Efforts continue as the Bank of
Japan (BOJ) added negative interest rates and yield curve
targeting to augment record monetary stimulus while Prime
Minister Abe forges ahead with fiscal measures. However,
critical structural reforms, the “third arrow”, continue to be
elusive, particularly in the labour market. In the short-term,
Japan’s economy is likely to continue to struggle for
consistent growth and we remain doubtful that
“Abenomics” will achieve its objective of sustainable longterm growth.
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 China faces long-term structural challenges arising from
overcapacity and deteriorating demographics, which are
likely to result in the country’s growth rate decelerating
over the next five years. The government is now focusing
on supply-side problems and has accepted the need to close
redundant industrial facilities, albeit causing some social
pain. Doing this while facing the danger of a credit bubble
implosion poses a real threat to growth in 2017. However,
the economy is not currently as weak as widely feared and
Beijing likely retains sufficient ammunition to head off a
hard landing.
 The partial recovery in commodities brought a much
welcome tailwind to a number of emerging markets (EM)
countries to help counter the headwinds of Fed tightening, a
strong U.S. dollar and a weaker Chinese economy. Just as
this unfolded, a new threat surfaced – the results on the U.S.
election. Although shrouded in uncertainties and guesswork,
the new administration’s actions with respect to trade
policy, immigration policy and foreign affairs are
potentially quite worrisome. It will take some time before
we get clarity on this both on extent and magnitude of the
policies, and which countries are most affected.
 With the recent bounce in oil and commodity prices along
with a relatively weak dollar and resurgence in growth in
the U.S., signs of a slowly improving Canadian economy

are emerging. A sustained rebound in manufacturing and nonenergy exports, tied to the rebounding U.S. economy, remains
key to overcoming the commodity headwinds and continuing
on the path to economic recovery. As well, in 2017, the
economy should start seeing direct benefits from the federal
government’s infrastructure program. Overall, look for the
economy to improve slightly in 2017 with an acceleration in
GDP growth in the neighbourhood of 0.25% to an annual rate
of roughly 1.5%.
MONETARY EASE:
Global monetary easing will continue for some time. The
majority of large central banks remain in easing bias. Only the
Fed has so far moved to tighten, but it has been a very slow
process and likely to remain slow in the next year. As well, at
current levels, even the Fed’s policy remain largely
accommodative. The BOC will likely remain on the sidelines
from further interest rate cuts for the near-term if economic
conditions improve moderately as expected.
In 2016, the Fed has remained cautious as the pace of
normalization has been hindered by domestic and global
conditions that have not been conducive to an interest rate
hike, but eventually proceeded with a rate hike in December.
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That decision had been well telegraphed to market participants
and turned out to be a relative non-event, especially following
the surprise election of Donald Trump in November. With the
election results behind us and the upcoming alignment of a
Republican president and a Republican-dominated Congress,
the attention may well move away from monetary policy to
fiscal policy. If President Trump addresses reductions in
personal and corporate taxes, and commits to infrastructure
spending early in his mandate together with Congress support,
the resulting stimulus to an already mending U.S. economy
will open the door to additional Fed tightening to prevent
overheating. Even in the absence of such fiscal stimulus, the
current growth trajectory of the economy would likely warrant
more tightening in any event. There is obviously much
uncertainty on outcomes at this point since President Trump’s
views already conflicts with many members of his party, but it
is reasonable to believe that some level of stimulus will be put
in place in 2017 and result in faster Fed tightening. This will
bear watching closely.
Since the Brexit vote, the Bank of England (BOE) has been
proactively communicating to the markets that it is prepared to
provide monetary stimulus, including interest rate cuts and
quantitative easing, in order to maintain liquidity and
confidence in the UK economy and financial markets. In early

July, the BOE eased capital requirements for banks, which
have been hit hard by the markets, in order to ensure lending
activity continues. In August, the BOE cut its key interest rate,
the first time in seven years, to a record low 0.25% in order to
stave off the effects of the Brexit vote. Even as economic
reports suggest the UK’s economy is weathering the Brexit
storm better than expected, the BOE remains concerned that
business investment will slow or be delayed and consumer
confidence will weaken. The BOE remained on hold in its
September, November and December meetings but is leaning
toward more stimulus if conditions require.

Brexit creates another headwind for the ECB’s easing efforts
to generate sustainable growth and inflation. Similar to the
BOE, the ECB has been active in assuring markets that
liquidity is available and markets have responded well so far.
They already had a sizeable set of measures in place to
stimulate growth and inflation in the Eurozone. The ECB
started its purchase of corporate bonds and offering targeted
loans to banks in June, as part of the further measures designed
to battle deflation announced in March. In December, the ECB
decided to extend the net asset purchase program beyond the
previously announced end date of March 2017. In effect, from
April 2017 until December 2017, the program will continue at
a reduced pace of 60 billion euros per month (down from 80
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billion euros). Recent data indicates economic growth has
slowed from earlier in the year while inflations remains
stubbornly below the ECB’s 2% target, although the latter
showed a surprising jump to over 1% annually late in the year
(mainly driven by increases in energy prices). We anticipate
that the ECB will continue to maintain monetary easing for
some time.
In Japan, the BOJ continues to struggle with sustainable
growth, disinflation and fears of falling into the grasp of
deflation. In late January, the BOJ surprised markets by adding
negative interest rates to its stimulative policies to augment the
ongoing massive liquidity injection, as further means to
achieve its 2% inflation target and to foster growth (through
depreciation of the yen and growing exports). In September,
the BOJ announced that it is adjusting its stimulus framework
to include a focus on the yield curve, pledging to keep the
nominal 10-year government bond yield around 0%, while
keeping the key policy rate at -0.1% and maintaining its
monetary expansion target of 80 trillion yen. In the event that
the BOJ decides to drive short-term interests even more
negative, this may pressure banks, savers and other interest
rate sensitive sectors to the point where lending and consumer
spending declines thereby harming the economy. Therefore,

some observers believe that targeting the yield curve will give
the BOJ needed flexibility if interest rates are reduced while
minimizing further impact to interest rate sensitive sectors. It
is likely too early to evaluate the BOJ’s most recent measures
but the existing program has been producing mixed results as
the yen strengthened versus most trading partners this year,
while inflation remains low and GDP growth inconsistent. We
expect the BOJ will continue to adjust its framework for
monetary stimulus as it evaluates the cumulative impact of its
measures over time.
In China, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) will continue to
ease in order to support the government’s intention to deliver a
“soft landing” as the economy transitions from a
manufacturing-driven model to one driven more by services
and consumer spending. In 2015, services surpassed
manufacturing as the key driver of growth and now represent
more than 50% of nominal GDP. Loose monetary conditions
have raised new concerns regarding growing debt levels and
overheating housing markets in an increasing numbers of
cities. Therefore, it is likely that the PBOC and the
government will continue to juggle a difficult balancing act
between utilizing monetary policy and fiscal policy to avoid a
major economic slowdown while ensuring that unintended
excesses, like real estate, remain manageable.
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U.S.: POSITIVE TREND AND ANTICIPATED PROGROWTH STIMULUS
The key event of the last quarter was the election of Donald
Trump as the next president of the United States together with
a Republican majority in the two Houses of Congress. This
alignment in the seats of power is a relatively rare event in
U.S. politics and opens the door to the implementation of a
Republican agenda for the coming years. This will certainly
not be straightforward as Donald Trump has views that clash
with many in his party, but we expect that progress will be
made in areas where the president and the party share common
views. As such, we would anticipate reductions in personal and
corporate taxes, some infrastructure spending and a reduction
in government regulations – although the size and timing of
each of these is unknown. On the more controversial
components of his platform (and arguably less growth
friendly), such as tighter immigration policies and trade
barriers we also expect that some of his agenda will be
implemented but likely in a more muted fashion.

higher interest rates. This will likely hurt growth at least in the
short run.

The equity markets certainly welcomed the election results as
stocks moved up aggressively in the last couple of months of
2016. The bond market witnessed an increase in yields due
largely to increased inflation expectations and the anticipation
of a greater public debt, and the U.S. dollar also rose due to

Let’s first look at consumers. Consumer confidence (as
tracked by the Conference Board) hit a 13-year high in
December with notable acceleration after the November
election. Other positive measures include employment
(continued drop in unemployment rate and initial claims,

Lost in all the year-end excitement of the election results, is
the fact that U.S. economic data had broadly turned the corner
starting in the summer of 2016 (as we will review below).
Trump’s election and the expected fiscal stimulus is coming at
a time when the economy was on a positive path already.
Looking back, U.S. economic growth was underwhelming in
the first half of the year, causing some to worry about
increasing odds of a recession. But real GDP in Q3 beat
expectations with a strong 3.5% come back (well before the
presidential election) and an anticipated positive reading in the
neighbourhood of 2% for the fourth quarter (both on an
annualized basis). Economic growth may not be as strong as
some expected, but trends in key indicators suggest the odds of
recession remain relatively low and there may be further
economic gains ahead.
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combined with increases in voluntary terminations) where the
unemployment rate is now below NAIRU (or the rate below
which we can expect the economy to overheat) and wages that
continue to march higher and ahead of core CPI. Retail sales
have been strengthening especially in September and October,
and vehicles purchases were also accelerating towards the end
of the year to close to all-time highs. All in all, the U.S.
consumer is consuming and appears set to continue doing do.
The important U.S. housing sector remains on a slow but
steady upward trend, which also bodes well for future
economic growth. New home sales accelerated after the
August drop to end the year close to a five-year high. In
addition, positive trends in residential construction, housing
starts, house inventories and home prices appears consistent
with a growing economy. Mortgage delinquencies have
declined to near pre-crisis levels. New household formation,
rising rents, improving affordability and low mortgage rates
continue to support the demand for new and existing homes.
The outlook for the housing sector remains positive with a
cautious Fed, steady consumer confidence and strong
employment prospects along with wage growth. The year-end
upward move in yields may somewhat dampen sales in 2017,
but the overall low levels of interest rates by historical
standard should help sustain demand.

On the corporate front, CEO confidence (as tracked by the
Conference Board) surged in the final quarter of 2016,
reaching its highest level in nearly six years. CEOs were
considerably more optimistic about short-term growth
prospects in the U.S. than in the third quarter. Other measures
of economic activity also proved supportive. The ISM
Manufacturing PMI reached 54.1 in December (the result of
momentum that started in the summer), the highest level in
2016 and the ISM Non-Manufacturing PMI ended the year at
54.3 slightly below the 2016 peak but well into expansion
territory. Finally, the NFIB Business Optimism Index
increased to 98.4 in November of 2016 from 94.9 in the
previous month, above market expectations of 96.7. It was the
highest figure since December 2014, as business owners
expected much better business conditions under new
leadership in Washington. Also, small businesses expected
higher sales (net 20 percent from 4 percent) and job creation
plans increased (net 23 percent from 9 percent). A note of
caution, the rise in the U.S. dollar that accelerated at year-end
will affect the trade balance, already slowing exports and
accelerating imports at year-end. So, although business
conditions are generally good, a strong dollar will put a
headwind on exports.
We believe that conditions are such that we should see an
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acceleration of real GDP growth in 2017 to a level in the
neighbourhood of 2.5%, well above 2016 but still short of prefinancial crisis levels of 3% per annum.
EUROPE: SLIGHTLY IMPROVED PROSPECTS
The fears of severe economic backlash in the UK of the Brexit
vote and the negative implications for the Eurozone appear for
the moment to have been greatly exaggerated. Although the
pound is down significantly (almost 20% to year-end from the
date of the vote), the UK economy remains resilient.
Unemployment continues to see improvement and is now
sitting at 4.8% (compared to a Eurozone rate of 9.8%), retail
sales have been strong and housing has bounced back from
pre-Brexit slowdown. Indicators of economic activity as
measured by the PMIs are all well above 50, and are all
signaling expansion (Manufacturing PMI at 56.1, Services
PMI at 56.2 and Construction PMI at 54.2). Nevertheless,
there are real concerns that business investments may be
postponed or, in some cases, totally cut while there remains
significant uncertainty on the final outcome of Brexit. At this
point, the lack of specifics on the process itself and the
government’s intentions are not helping. A weaker currency
will support UK exports but also cause an increase in inflation
as imports becomes more expensive. We expect the UK
economy to fare relatively well in 2017, on the back of the

current positive environment but things could certainly change
quickly if Brexit takes a turn for the worse.
The most recent data suggests the Eurozone economy
continues to plod along although recent momentum has
generally improved. It appears that Brexit concerns have also
subsided on the continent. Third quarter growth is flat when
compared to second quarter, as GDP advanced 0.3% quarterover-quarter, and 1.7 % year-over-year, posting the 14th
consecutive quarter of growth and was driven by household
consumption
and
public
spending.
Year-over-year,
improvements are visible across a number of indicators such
as: business confidence, manufacturing and services PMIs
(both trending higher at, or close to, 5-year highs), consumer
confidence, retail sales volumes, vehicle registrations, housing
permits and home prices. As well, the unemployment rate
continues to inch its way lower, now at 9.8%, which is the
lowest level since 2011. On the negatives, industrial
production has been trending lower and youth unemployment
has risen recently from its September lows now standing at
21.2%.
The Eurozone’s recovery remains broad-based where third
quarter GDP results were generally positive (although
relatively weak) in key countries including Germany, France
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and Italy while the peripheral economies continue to be led by
Spain, Portugal and Ireland. Inflation has also made a
comeback. Running now at 1.1% annually (a three-year high),
largely driven by a rise in commodity prices and, for now,
assuaging concerns over deflation. This will also reduce
pressure on the ECB although we expect largely
accommodative monetary policy to remain in place.
Besides Brexit, the major themes for Europe in 2017 will
revolve around the rise of populism. Elections in France,
Germany and the Netherlands may well see a change in tone as
a result. Even if established parties win these elections, they
will likely be forced to adopt some populist themes along the
way. One way or another, we expect that European politics
will be affected. As for economic growth, we would expect
that 2017 may end up a tick above 2016, but still modest by
historical standards. A real GDP growth rate of between 1.5%
and 2% for 2017 appears realistic.
JAPAN: MORE OF THE SAME
Consistent with the last three years, Prime Minister Abe’s
program to reflate the economy and stimulate sustainable
growth continues to make very slow progress. After rising
0.5% in the second quarter, growth was 0.3% in the third

quarter. While economic growth year-over-year was up 1.1%,
sustainable growth remains uncertain. Recent data shows the
economy is doing somewhat better. Not unlike other regions
discussed above, PMIs (both manufacturing and services) have
picked up momentum late in 2016 and both now stand above
50. As well, both business and consumer confidence measures
have improved. We believe that a large portion of the
optimism rest in a weak yen and resilient exports. Although
this is good news, it is certainly not a permanent fix. On the
negatives, the large and growing public debt continues to act
as a headwind and the decision to postpone the increase in
consumer tax certainly does not help, the Trans-Pacific
Partnership trade deals are now essentially dead due to its
rejection by Donald Trump, and slowly moving unfavorable
demographics have not improved.
Transforming Japan’s economy remains no easy task and we
remain skeptical that Abenomics will succeed over the longerterm, especially in the face of increasingly challenging
demographic shifts. Record monetary and fiscal stimulus have
produced mixed results over the past three years and key
structural reforms appear stalled, hampering the country’s
prospects of sustaining long-term growth. Over the shorterterm, Japan’s economy will likely continue to struggle with
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deflationary forces and the possibility of returning to a
sustainable inflation level remains challenging. We believe
Japan will continue to experience relatively low and uneven
growth in 2017, very likely somewhat below 1%.
CANADA: SLIGHT IMPROVEMENT AHEAD
As expected, Canada’s economy continues to be challenged by
the headwinds posed by the ongoing weakness in oil prices,
high levels of consumer debt and exports that fail to live up to
expectations in the face of a lower dollar. Third quarter GDP
growth was a positive surprise at 0.9% reflecting a recovery
from the Alberta wildfires and the enhanced federal Child
Benefit program, although weakness emerged again with a
negative 0.3% reading in October. Expectations for final 2016
real GDP growth stand at 1.3% - somewhat better than 2015
yet below historical standards. Nevertheless, the year ended on
a positive note. Auto sales reached another high for the year,
retail sales picked up in the second half of the year and
employment posted an outsized 53,700 gain in December (for
a total of over 200,000 jobs created in the last five months of
2016). Finally, there was a trade surplus for November with a
3.9% bump in exports. This appears encouraging for 2017.
The outlook for oil, a key input into Canada’s economic

health, brightened somewhat with the recent OPEC decision to
cut production at the rate of 1.2 million barrels a day. Prices
reacted positively moving from a $40 range to above $50
USD. Even if some doubts linger as to the ability of OPEC to
truly reduce production for a sustained period of time, any
short term success will allow reductions in inventory and bring
markets in balance faster in 2017. We believe there may well
be an effective ceiling of around $60, as any sustained increase
in oil prices motivates U.S. shale producers to resume their
activities (as evidenced by the current increase in rig count at
year-end) and increase production. All said, we expect oil
prices to range between $55 and $65 in 2017. This will help
strengthen the Canadian dollar, but may not be enough to lift it
against the U.S. dollar. Rising oil prices will mean rising fuel
prices and increasing headline inflation, much to the relief of
some central bankers, but it may also eat into the consumer
spending that powers the Canadian economy. For the BOC,
OPEC’s reduction and a rise in oil prices may provide a much
needed boost from the resource sector as the non-resource
sectors have inexplicably failed to lead the economy through
the commodity slump as anticipated.
Housing has also been on everyone’s minds in 2016 with red
hot markets in Vancouver and Toronto. Measures imposed by
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government to tighten qualification for insured mortgages and
the imposition of a 15% tax on foreigners in British Columbia
had the expected outcome of tempering house prices towards
the end of the year although time will tell if these measures are
sufficient. Of note, one has to be careful in making
generalizations about the Canadian housing situation. Outside
of Vancouver and Toronto, housing remains largely affordable.
As well, due to low interest rates, mortgage payments make up
roughly a manageable 14% of disposable income.
Another area of concern is the high level of debt borne by
Canadians. Household debt as a percentage of disposable
income continues to head higher again in 2016 reaching a level
of 169% in the third quarter, an all-time high. Even when
factoring the low interest rate environment we are in, this is a
very high number and will act as a headwind on consumption.
In summary, 2017 will see some tailwind from higher oil
prices, the realization of the federal government’s infrastructure program, a Canadian dollar that remains soft, the
commencement of a new free-trade agreement with Europe
and improved growth in the U.S. As for headwinds, we can
foresee the high level of debt of Canadian consumers, a
decelerating housing market and potential US protectionism.

Overall, we may see growth in 2017 a notch above 2016,
hovering around 1.5%.
CHINA: SOME STABILITY BUT LITTLE PROGRESS
Production data from China during the last quarter finally
started to improve in response to repeated small doses of
monetary and fiscal stimulus. Accordingly, with an almost
audible sigh of relief, the authorities are now looking to put
reform back on top of the agenda. Nothing dramatic is likely to
be announced prior to the Communist Party Congress this
coming November. Nevertheless, officials have been busy and
there has already been a subtle shift of emphasis about the sort
of change that is being sought. In future quality rather than
quantity of production will be prioritised, which is likely to
mean a greater focus on innovation and reducing capacity at
the bottom end of the value-added chain. In keeping with the
new theme of more socially acceptable urbanisation,
environmental policies will be more strictly enforced which
will make it more difficult for marginal industrial operations to
keep going. Supplemented with some micro-economic
tweaking, the net result of these initiatives should be a modest
cut in current output from smokestack industries. This is not
very exciting, but it definitely represents an improvement on
previous industrial policy.
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Somewhat more pressing will be the necessity of deflating the
asset bubble in real estate. This has now been explicitly
recognised, but rather than risk sending the economy into a
tailspin by a general tightening of credit policy, the authorities
have preferred to adopt a series of measures which target
specific excesses, e.g. rising house prices in Tier 1 and 2 cities.
Whether they will work or not is moot. Moreover, even if they
do, the collateral damage could be painful. The rest of the
economy is not strong enough to withstand a sharp downturn
in the construction cycle and this could easily happen. Further,
real estate developers remain highly geared in financial terms
and their stretched balance sheets could become an unwelcome
headache for the banking sector. This is not the only peril
arising from too much leverage in the system. China’s bond
market has been taking a pummelling in recent months.
Although prospective tightening in the U.S. has not helped, the
roots of this problem lies in a reduction in domestic funding
supply since August against a background of highly leveraged
investment vehicles. Painfully reminiscent of 2015’s equity
market crash, it looks as if both individuals and the banking
system had used various shadowy means to increase exposure
to excessive levels only to be left high and dry when loose
monetary conditions disappeared. With no alternative but to
resort to bond sales to meet obligations, the result has been a

rout. The government has already been forced to downsize
recent issuance and the corporate bond market is also coming
under pressure. Lack of access to normal funding could
become a significant problem for companies, the opposite of
what was envisaged when reform programme was announced.
Unfortunately, it is not just bond buyers that have overindulged
in terms of financial leverage. Despite having to be bailed out
by government intervention in 2015, retail players and hedge
funds have again been playing speculative games in the local
A-share equity market. Merrill Lynch has estimated that the
percentage of A-share positions with leverage has risen from
14% in June 2015 to 22% in Q316. Further, there is probably a
fair slice of additional leverage being used on top of this,
largely financed by structured wealth management products
and old fashioned borrowing. Not surprisingly, both retail and
hedge fund investors have significantly raised the proportion
of total equity that they hold since the bottom of the market
whereas controlling shareholders and other corporate entities
have been correspondingly reducing theirs. No guesses as to
which direction the smart money has been shifting. Although
the financial regulators continue to close down various
loopholes, there is already enough leverage in place to result in
a major implosion should the market start to plunge again for
any reason. Banks would be vulnerable to major losses should
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that occur and it would almost certainly mean that the
government will be saddled with an even bigger bill for sorting
out the ensuing mess than last time.
Major market crashes are not inevitable, but the distinct
possibility that they might occur adds another complication to
policy making. Prospects for the non-banking private sector
may be looking up a little at the moment, but confidence
remains fragile and attempts to deflate asset bubbles may well
slow growth in the first half of next year even if catastrophe is
avoided. If deceleration is too great, there will be strong
political pressure for a new round of stimulus measures and to
further delay reform implementation. Albeit reluctantly, the
finance ministry and the central bank will probably yield to
political expediency. Meanwhile, non-financial debt continues
to pile up and has now reached 250% of GDP. The debt to
GDP ratio looks set to increase to north of 300% by the end of
the decade, which is worrying given that a disproportionate
share of that debt sits on the balance sheets of those least able
to pay it, e.g. primary producers and retailers. Another
headache for the government is the continued flow of capital
overseas. Yet more measures have been introduced to stem the
tide, but so far they have not been particularly effective and all
of them push in the opposite direction of opening up foreign
exchange and capital markets. Reserves are still massive but

they are shrinking at an unacceptable pace. There is less
protection than usual from the traditional current account
surplus, which is now running at less than 3% of GDP. In these
circumstances China cannot be regarded as a currency
manipulator according to the usual criteria. Its de facto foreign
exchange policy will remain keeping the yuan steady against a
trade weighted basket of currencies, which may be a source of
tension if the US dollar is strong. All in all, although the share
of consumption and services in the economy continues to
creep gradually upwards, finding the path to delivering a
modern balanced economy remains as difficult as ever for
China’s leaders.
EMERGING MARKETS: A CHANGE IN THE WIND
Some of the gloss came off of the performance of EM equities
in Q4 largely as result of the outcome of the U.S. presidential
election. We must wait to see what Mr. Trump’s accession to
the Oval Office means for EM in practice, but his rhetoric
alone has increased the level of uncertainty about the outlook
for the asset class and investors have priced this in
accordingly. Not surprisingly, countries which are heavily
dependent on the U.S. for exports and ex-patriot remittances,
such as Mexico, took big hits, but they had plenty of company
for other reasons. Unwelcome political developments and
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OUTLOOK
flaky macro-economics are no longer being tolerated to the
degree they were previously. Turkey, which encapsulates both
problems, was particularly harshly treated as was the
Philippines where the increasingly erratic leadership of
President Duterte is the main issue. India’s experiment in
getting to grips with its underground economy by removing
high denomination banknotes from circulation was not well
received either. The one saving grace, at least for oil
producers, has been the agreement between OPEC and key
non-member partners with respect to output cuts. This
reinforced the gathering change in leadership away from
defensive sectors towards cyclicals. Russia and the Gulf states
the main winners from this change in investor preference,
which also meant that EMEA found itself in the unaccustomed
position of being the best performing region over the quarter.
Even more than usual, EM is going to be very sensitive to
developments in the U.S. in 2017. Doubtless there will be
occasional sell-offs on the back of news announcements, but it
is worth remembering that the historical record suggests that,
as in DM, fundamentals drive the medium-term outlook.
Fortunately, we are on familiar ground when it comes to what
happens when the Fed starts to tighten. EM equities can live
with rate hikes provided that they don’t happen too quickly

and real rates don’t rise too much as long as global growth
holds up. Rising U.S. interest rates will not automatically
trigger hikes in EM, other than for countries with dollar pegs,
such as the UAE. Countries with strong balance of payments
and fiscal positions, like Korea, will follow independent
monetary policies which may mean that they do nothing or, if
appropriate, cut domestic rates. Countries with fragile
economies will probably have to push up local benchmark
rates even faster than the Fed if they are to contain downward
currency pressure and rising inflationary expectations. We
have already seen Mexico and Turkey react in that way, albeit
without much success. The good news is that EM broadly is in
better shape with respect to external buffers than it was at the
time of the taper tantrum in 2013 and currencies are not
conspicuously overvalued. However, growth, particularly in
China, is slower than it was then and there are few levers
available to boost domestic demand meaningfully. In these
circumstances a Trump reflation package would be a bonus if
it boosts EM export opportunities and doesn’t trigger a more
aggressive approach to monetary policy. However, even if one
is delivered, EM is only likely to receive scraps due to the
changing pattern of the U.S. economy, i.e. more spending on
services, and the probable focus on infrastructure.
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OUTLOOK
The new administration’s actions with respect to trade policy,
immigration policy and foreign affairs are potentially more
alarming. International trade is already very weak, so ripping
up trade agreements and using tariffs as an offensive weapon
in negotiations, to say the least, will not be helpful. The
Chinese leadership so far have kept their own council, but they
must be expected to react very negatively to unilateral actions
that would damage their country’s interests. Other EM
countries do not have the same clout, but they too are unlikely
to be supine. If Mr. Trump pushes too hard, it will be bad news
for the world economy in general and even more so for EM
exporters. Immigration control could also prove to be a thorny
issue. Politics aside, implementing controls will be difficult
given increasingly internationally integrated global production.
Some EM industries, e.g. IT software providers, could face
real problems. Stock prices have already fallen where this is a
particular issue, but there is scope for more losses. Perhaps, the
greatest danger comes from geo-political mishaps. Sabrerattling always alarms investors, especially when it occurs in
somewhere as potentially explosive as the South China Sea.
Let’s hope for the best.

rather than risks, the election of Donald Trump and the
resulting potential changes in course of actions in U.S. policies
will keep everyone on their toes for some time. This adds to
the evolving Brexit situation that remains a major concern in
the coming months and possibly years. As well, countries
accounting for about 40% of the EU economy will be facing
elections in 2017, including France, Germany and the
Netherlands, and expectations for increasing anti-immigration,
anti-euro and nationalist tensions appear high.
The mass migration from the Middle East into Europe appears
to have slowed, thereby reducing some of the anti-immigrant
tensions apparent over the last year, at least for now. A
peaceful resolution to the Syrian crisis and defeat of ISIS
remains the key to resolving the crisis over the long-term.
However, the crisis in Syria and the defeat of ISIS remains
elusive.
North Korea’s nuclear device and missile testing may appear
to be consistent with the country’s typical sabre-rattling
behaviour, but concerns are growing that this could undermine
stability in the region and bears watching.
Overall, geopolitical risks continue to pose challenges to
global stability.

GEOPOLITICAL RISKS:
At the top of the list, and maybe in the context of uncertainties
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GLOBAL

The EBC, BOE, BOJ and PBOC remain in easing mode and global rates are at an all time
low. The Fed has embarked very timidly on monetary policy normalization with a rate
increase in December, with likely more to come in 2017.
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GLOBAL

Despite some fears of slowing, the U.S. economy posted positive growth over the past year
and especially in the second half. The UK has been resilient and the Eurozone is trending
slightly higher, but uncertainty over Brexit will weigh on growth. As expected, Canada
experienced negative growth in the second quarter but recovered somewhat in the latter part
of the year. Japan has struggled to maintain consistent growth.
.
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GLOBAL

China is trending lower with just under 7% growth while India’s pace of
growth is trending above 7%. Brazil and Russia have struggled with
recessions but the declines appear to have bottomed.
22

GLOBAL
The OECD leading indicator had been
trending lower earlier in 2016 but has
turned upward again signaling possible
improvement in global growth. A similar
trend is observed both in developed and
the larger developing economies.

.
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GLOBAL
Citigroup Economic Surprise Index

All larger economies have witnessed improvements in the latter part of the year except
the UK. Although UK data was better than expected post Brexit vote, it appears to be
facing headwinds more recently. This is to be expected as significant uncertainty exist
on the manner it will extricate itself from the European Union.
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GLOBAL

Global PMIs have seen improvements recently, including in the manufacturing sector. The
latter was previously a drag on overall results with services doing all the heavy lifting.
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GLOBAL: MANUFACTURING PMIs

A large proportion of the world’s largest economies are now in expansion mode.
This bodes well for 2017 and is reassuring after the weak start to 2016.
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GLOBAL

Globally, disinflation remains a significant concern although improving oil and commodity
prices have provided a lift to headline inflation in many economies recently. Developing
countries have been trending below 2% inflation targets. Russia’s inflation looks to be
slowing along with Brazil.
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UNITED STATES

The LEI has recently changed direction and is pointing higher signaling
improvements in the growth prospects of the U.S. economy.
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UNITED STATES

Industrial production has risen above pre-recession levels, although over the last
year the trend weakened but looks to be turning up again.
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UNITED STATES

The U.S. labour market continues to improve while wage growth has been subdued.
Unemployment below 4.9% is now around the Fed’s estimated rate of full employment.
Recently, small businesses appear less likely to raise wages in the future. The labour force
participation rate has been rising but remains below pre-recession levels.
30

UNITED STATES

Full time jobs have been trending higher reducing the number of underemployed which
is a key measure for the Fed in gauging slack in the labour market. The job openings rate
is above pre-recession levels. The quit rate has been trending higher suggesting strength
in the labour market.
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UNITED STATES

Consumer confidence and sentiment are at post-crisis highs. Small business sentiment
was trending lower but has rebounded sharply and is now at a post-crisis high.
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UNITED STATES

Banks are lending to good quality
borrowers, consumers have
deleveraged and have flexibility to
take on new debt. Mortgage
delinquencies are almost back to precrisis levels. As a group, households
continue to improve the equity portion
of their real estate holdings.
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UNITED STATES

Both vehicle sales and retail sales have ended 2016 on strength. Steady wage
growth, low fuel prices and an accommodative Fed should provide a tailwind to
support consumer spending.
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UNITED STATES

Housing remains healthy and the pace of the recovery appears to be
steady as fixed mortgage rates hover near historic lows in spite of the
recent increase move upward.
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UNITED STATES

Average wage growth has been slowly improving while core CPI is slightly
above the Fed’s inflation target of 2%. The central bank will continue to monitor
these levels for signs of inflationary pressures as it determines the need for
further interest rate hikes.
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UNITED STATES

U.S. oil production has turned the corner
as the pick up in oil prices makes shale
oil production more profitable. 2017
should witness a more robust oil market
as excess inventories are slowly depleted
and demand continues to exceed supplies.
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EUROPE

The Eurozone’s growth rate continues to be slow and even although the recent
upward trend in manufacturing PMIs hints at improved growth ahead.
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EUROPE

Eurozone data has been improving of late
and the strength appears widespread. As
well, bond yields have been showing an
upward trend that started last summer
although, at the exception of Greece, they
remain subdued by historical standards.
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EUROPE

Based on data collected post-Brexit
vote: sentiment and retail sales
continue to generally trend higher,
and vehicle registrations appear to be
levelling-off after trending higher.
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EUROPE

Euro area growth continues to be sluggish. Ireland and Spain have rebounded while
Germany and France are muddling through. Various inflation measures suggest the
region continues to struggle with low inflation although the bounce back in oil prices is
being felt in headline inflation numbers.
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EUROPE

The employment situation outside of the UK
and Germany is bleak but recent trends
generally look encouraging. Also, positive
trends have carried over to the long
suffering unemployed youth. The migration
of thousands of refugees could add pressure
to the employment situation in Europe, this
bears watching closely.
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EUROPE

A substantial early engine of economic growth in the U.S. and the UK was
housing. The low rate of growth in the Eurozone is partly attributable to housing
weakness as growth in prices remains sluggish.
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EUROPE

The UK economy post Brexit has been resilient although it is too early to tell how long this will
last. There is no clear information yet on the process, scope and timing of the UK’s departure
from the European Union.
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CHINA

Recent data on China has been mixed as the slowing trend appears to be turning
upward. This likely highlights the state-engineered period of transition from an
export-led economy to one based on internal consumption. Let’s not forget that the
second largest economy in the world continues to grow at a pace of close to 7%.
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CHINA

The manufacturing PMI has recovered and now exceeds 50 suggesting manufacturing
may be improving. The trend in services appears to be improving, which is
encouraging given the transition to a services-based economy that is underway.
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CHINA: ECONOMY IN TRANSITION

China’s service industries now represent more than 50% of GDP helping
to offset the decline in manufacturing as a source of GDP growth.
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CHINA

Exports been improving from weak levels but have yet to rebound to the stronger levels
of 2013-2014. Import growth has been increasing suggesting improving domestic demand,
which is welcome news to China’s trading partners and may improve the outlook for
global trade which has weakened considerably since 2008.
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CHINA

China’s imports of oil continue to trend higher while other reliable key metrics
support the view that China’s economy has slowed but growth is still in the
neighbourhood of 7%. A word of caution, these measures are more relevant to China’s
“old” underperforming world rather than the new “services-led” economy
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CHINA

China’s real estate sector remains strong but may have plateaued as the
government cooled the market in 2015 by reducing the influence from the shadow
banking sector. The current rebound appears to be driven more by conventional
lending from banks rather than the non-bank sector.
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CHINA

The government has been active in providing stimulus to support the
economy. Additional room for monetary stimulus is available if necessary.
Foreign Reserves have declined as China manages its currency, but is not
too concerning at these levels.
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JAPAN

The BOJ’s ongoing massive liquidity injection has not been overly effective as Japan
introduced negative interest rates in February and yield curve targeting to augment
existing stimulus. Japan continues to struggle to achieve sustainable growth as the
trend remains inconsistent.
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JAPAN

Real GDP growth remains below trend line GDP growth. Year-over-year industrial
production has struggled to consistently improve.
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JAPAN

Business sentiment has improved to levels not seen since before the financial
crisis. Exports have struggled with the unexpected strengthen in the yen even
after implementing negative interest rates. The declining trend in imports also
suggests weakness in domestic demand.
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JAPAN

Consumer confidence and retail sales
have struggled for consistency since
the April 2014 sales tax increase.
Another sales tax increase was slated
for 2017, but this has been delayed
until 2019.
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JAPAN

.

Manufacturing continues to struggle.
Slower vehicle sales have been weighing
down overall retail sales. Unfavourable
demographics and stalled labour reform
are contributing to the decline in
unemployment
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CANADA

Canada’s economy has seen signs of improvement with a recent pick up in commodity
prices. In addition, a weak currency, an expected roll out of infrastructure spending
and a growing U.S. economy should provide additional lift in 2017 and partially
counter weakness form the tapped out consumer.
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CANADA
World: Outlook for household formation

World: Global comparison of property prices for downtown living

Growth for population aged 20-44, 2015-2020

Price-to-income ratio (90 square meters apartment – 970 square feet) – 2016 Mid-Year
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There has been a lot of concern on housing in Canada. Clearly, markets in Vancouver and
Toronto have been very hot (although the tax on foreign ownership in Vancouver has slowed
things down recently) but a global perspective shows a more balanced view. Canada is
witnessing strong household formation by any measure and this creates strong demand for
housing – unavoidably resulting in strong price appreciation.
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CANADA
Canada: Fiscal stimulus being deployed
General government fiscal balance
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The government is starting to implement fiscal stimulus which eases some of the
expectations for increasing monetary stimulus. Non-U.S. exports have been slower than
expected this year. The revival in non-energy exports to the U.S. has been uneven and
remains a key element of growth as the economy adjusts to lower commodity prices.
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CANADA
U.S. Personal Savings (
) and Household Debt (
As Percent of Disposable Income
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This is the broadest measure of household debt and not directly comparable to the more narrow US debt measure 2016:3

Our household debt burden is large. Our U.S. neighbours have deleveraged while
we have not. Significant improvements in our finances will take some time and we
will remain very exposed to increases in interest rates/borrowing costs.
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FIXED INCOME VALUATION

Source: Bloomberg

Source: PC BOND

Along with other global sovereign bonds, Canadian
nominal yields moved up starting in late summer and
continued doing so after the U.S. election. A slow
resurgence of inflation in developed economies (tied
significantly to the price of commodities) are
contributing to pushing interest rates higher. Longerterm yields still remain extremely low by any historical
measure due to significant central bank intervention.

Source: PC BOND

High quality corporate bonds represent good longer
term value since spreads are still wide when compared
to any longer term historical measure.
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FIXED INCOME – HIGH YIELD
% Issuer Speculative Default Rate
High Yield Spread
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High yield spreads continued to tighten
during the fourth quarter as economic
growth expectations turned positive after
the November U.S. election with
anticipation of pro-growth policies under a
Donald Trump Administration.
Contributing to the spread tightening was
a relatively muted new issuance calendar.
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FIXED INCOME – HIGH YIELD
U.S. High Yield mutual fund
flows have been volatile,
mostly due to volatile ETF
flows, but are positive
~$10bln YTD.

High Yield spreads have
tightened from their wider
levels but remain relatively
attractive. Fundamentals are
stabilizing in the hard-hit
commodities sector and they
are expected to continue to
improve in other sectors under
the new U.S. Administration.
Also, from a technical
perspective, the amount of
high-yield bonds maturing in
2017 remains small ($75bln).

HY Fund Flows

Maturity Profile
U.S. HY Bonds and Institutional Leveraged Loans
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EQUITY VALUATION

The relatively modest global sell-off after the Brexit vote and brief pull-back in
September slightly moderated valuations. In general, global equities continue to
appear relatively attractive compared to interest rates.
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EQUITY VALUATION
TSX P/E Multiple
Based On Trailing Operating Earnings
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TSX Price-Earnings Multiple
Based on 12 Month Forward Operating Earnings
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The TSX is above the long-term averages
for trailing and forward looking P/E,
slightly below for earnings yield and above
on dividend yield.
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EQUITY VALUATION
S&P 500 P/E Multiple
Based on Trailing Operating Earnings
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The S&P 500 valuation is trending higher
than the long-term averages for P/E and
dividend yield while slightly below for
earnings yield.
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CANADIAN DOLLAR

After weakening early in the year, the Canadian dollar rebounded against the U.S.
dollar. Low oil prices and the relative strength of the U.S. dollar will likely continue to
pressure the Loonie. Exporters will still benefit from a relatively weaker currency.
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OIL: WCS vs. WTI in USD and CAD
CAD

Source: Bloomberg

World oil prices got a lift at the end of the quarter with OPEC’s surprising announcement
of a tentative agreement to reduce production. The discount for Western Canada Select
crude versus WTI has widened from a low in 2015 of US$7 a barrel to about US$14.
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OUTLOOK: TACTICAL VIEWS
•

We remain bullish on the market. Relative to interest rates, equities remain attractive.

•

Relative to the S&P/TSX Composite Index, Canadian equites are above historical P/E levels with
trailing P/E above average and the median (21.1x versus 17.0x & 16.7x) while P/E on a forward
basis is above the average and median, but overly influenced by gold and energy (16.8x versus
15.2x & 15.0x). The S&P/TSX Index’s dividend yield and earnings yield appear cheap relative to
interest rates which is positive for income-biased equities.

•

Relative to the MSCI World Index, global equities appear relatively close to historical P/E levels
with trailing P/E slightly above average and the median (22x versus 21.0x & 18.6x) while P/E on
a forward basis is above the average and median (18.1x versus 17.1x & 15.9x). The MSCI World
Index’s dividend yield and earnings yield appear cheap relative to interest rates which is positive
for income-biased equities.

•

The MSCI Emerging Markets Index appears relatively cheap to the MSCI World Index on a
forward P/E basis (13.6x versus 18.1x) but we do not yet see a catalyst such as strong earnings
growth that would make EM relatively attractive versus developed markets.

•

Relative to absolute historical levels, nominal interest rates appear expensive.

•

Relative to historical spreads, investment grade credit and high yield bonds appear attractive as
spreads remain wide.
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Economic Outlook: Summary Views
CANADIAN
EQUITIES
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Short Duration
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